
NO BAYOU BRIDGE

WHAT THEY SAY: “This pipeline will provide necessary jobs for LA workers” 
WHAT THEY MEAN: “We use empty political promise of jobs to distract working class people 
from noticing all the jobs we have destroyed, avoided, and exported!”
WHAT THEY DO: Pass over LA workers and provide 2,500 temporary jobs to primarily 
out-of-state workers, cramming them into man camps notorious for drug + sex trafficking.         
Then they promise only 12 permanent jobs, all while their extraction industry continues to 
threaten thousands of fishing and tourism jobs in the Basin.

WHAT THEY SAY: “The pipeline will parallel existing infrastructure such as other pipelines, 
power lines and roads.”
WHAT THEY MEAN: “LA already has infrastructure and pipelines that damaged wetlands and 
violated permits - we’ll build on that legacy and make sure it’s irreversible.”
WHAT THEY DO: Leave behind illegal dams in the Atchafalaya, leading to increased flooding 
and dead zones in our once crawfish-rich basin.

WHAT THEY SAY: “Pipelines are the safest way to transport oil”  and BBP “is committed to the 
safety of the community, workers and the environment during construction and operation of 
the pipeline”
WHAT THEY MEAN: “Pipelines are the CHEAPEST way to transport oil! There is no way to 
transport oil that doesn’t threaten your land and water but there is profit to be made.”
WHAT THEY DO: ETP is most concerned with protecting their bottom line.
Their record for protecting the environment? 69 accidents in 2015-2016.     This year alone, they 
are being investigated or sued for incidents in OH, MI, PA, WV, and ND. They are reckless in 
construction - they’ve violated permits, bulldozed first and paid fines later (if they felt like it), 
contaminated drinking water and destroyed wetlands and farmlands with spills, illegal dumping, 
and botched horizontal drilling in sensitive areas.
Their record for protecting the community? When community members in Standing Rock told 
ETP that they didn’t want DAPL, ETP knowingly and illegally bulldozed an ancient, sacred burial 
site of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, and made space for water protectors to be brutalized with 
pepper spray, attack dogs, flash-bangs, and water cannons in freezing temperatures.
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BAYOU BRIDGE PIPELINE

Current ETP Pipeline Projects

ETP CEO Kelcy Warren donated $103k 
to Trump’s campaign. Trump has 
between $500k - $1m invested in ETP. 
He  green-lighted  DAPL as one of his 
first Executive Orders.

KELCY’S ONLY HOPE

Crude Oil Pipeline Network

Energy Transfer Partnersis a Fortune 500 natural gas and crude oil 
company. They rose to infamy as #1 in the industry for accidents, and for human rights 
abuses committed against water protectors in Standing Rock, ND.

The Bayou Bridge Pipeline163 mi. crude oil pipeline that would cross 700 
waterways + destroy 600 acres of wetlands in the Atchafalaya Basin. The pipeline would 
go a minimum 3 ft underground along the route, and only 32 feet under Bayou Lafourche - 
the drinking water source for 300,000 people, including the United Houma Nation.

Natural Gas Pipeline Network
PART 1  |  BBP + ETP OVERVIEW

Go to NoBBP.org + StopETP.org for more info + actions.
Go to bit.ly/bbpseries to view stakeholder stories.

Part 1 illustrations by Alex Ross.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Write Gov. Edwards and request that

the Army Corps of Engineers conduct
an Environmental Impact Study.

Go to BOLDLouisiana.org to
sign the Pledge of Resistance

Office of the Governor
PO Box 94004
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

AND / OR

No Bayou Bridge Zine Series
PART  1  |  BBP + ETP OVERVIEW
PART 2  |  THE HUMAN COSTS
PART 3  |  THE COSTS IN NATURE

Jobs, Jobs, Jobs!

Safety “First”
What’s one more?



STOP THE 
BAYOU BRIDGE
PIPELINE


